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CMS MC Simulation 

Factorised approach may lead to uncertainties:
PDF,  ME, “Tune” and PS, …
→ In most cases they are relevant but sometimes forgotten. 

– Hard process/Matrix Element generation: 
parton level, perturbative QCD

– Parton Shower/Hadronization: 
QCD/QED emissions to a low scale, 
Produces hadrons from QCD partons

– Multiple Parton Interaction 
– Detector Simulation and Digitization: 
– Reconstruction: 

  (LHE –>) GEN–> SIM–> DIGI–>  RECO
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                     Generator usage in CMS 

● Multi-leg LO and NLO consistently matched to the parton shower
○ LO:    Z+0/1/2/3/4 Jets

Most commonly used in CMS: MG5_aMC@NLO+Pythia8 with MLM matching
Most complex process up to 4 additional jets 

○ NLO  TTbar+0/1/2 Jets                                       O(10-100)s/event
Most commonly used in CMS: MG5_aMC+Pythia8 with FxFx merging
Most complex process up to 2 additional jets at NLO.

● For signal,  NNLO+PS 
 POWHEG: MINLO_NNLOPS 

CMS HWW reweight the nominal signal to this one

based on 2016 
MC campaign
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Generators Can be Computationally Intensive

Most HEP tools Typically executes 1 instruction at a time (per thread)
Much room for improvement.

Elizabeth Sexton-Kennedy

https://indico.cern.ch/event/751693/contributions/3182927/attachments/1758824/2852826/CWP_Challenges_and_GEN-Workshop_Aims.pdf
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CMS Software
● Main CMS software application: CMSSW

– Modular C++ application used for event generation, detector simulation, reconstruction, and analysis
● Configuration of CMSSW runs steered with python configuration files
● Input and output with ROOT-based Event Data Model (EDM) files
● CMSSW links directly to many externals:  Pythia, Sherpa

https://github.com/cms-sw/cmssw
https://github.com/cms-externals/
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ExternalLHEProducer and Gridpack 
• Compiling code on batch workers discouraged, long init time discouraged
• Pre-generated and compiled code with initial phase space integration results 
stored in a tarball (with fixed model/run parameters) ->  Gridpack

• Gridpack placed in CVMFS and accessed by remote jobs
• Gridpack location – a parameter of the externalLHEProducer module
• Input arguments: number of events, random number seed and possibly nCPU
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Gridpack Production

LSF / Condor / CMS-Connect (grid-like condor jobs using CMS Global Pool)
           Gridpack size can be an issue (>500MB for the tarball and 5GB decompressed)

We maintain scripts 
for all major generators
 to produce gridpack tarballs

– Madgraph aMC@NLO 
      tt012FxFx ~72h@lxplus batch
      DY01234MLM ~15h@cms-connect
– POWHEG
– Sherpa, Herwig7 and others
      tt01234 MEPS Sherpa
           ~70h@cms-connect
           ~O(100s)/event

  Gridpack (LHE)  –> GEN–> SIM–> DIGI–>  RECO

https://github.com/cms-sw/genproductions
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Showering and Hadronization 
● Pythia 8.226 default;  Herwig++ replaced by Herwig7.
● Fragment settings different depend on Matrix Element

○ LO, NLO; MLM, FxFx matching/merging;  POWHEG emission vetoing

● Pythia 8.240 integrated in CMS recently:
○   NLO shower DIRE, VINCIA;   Dipolerecoil option for better description on VBS

https://indico.cern.ch/event/788754/contributions/3314308/attachments/1794878/2925446/PARTON-SHOWER-VBFH.pdf
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Showering and Hadronization 
● Parton Shower Weights,  Tune Variations etc included 

CMS:  Jet substructure in ttbar 
events at 13 TeV (2016) 

angle between the groomed subjets

https://indico.cern.ch/event/751693/contributions/3182936/attachments/1758831/2853427/yazgan_efe_computing_workshop_Cern_2018.pdf#page=9&zoom=auto,-108,1
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1808.07340.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1808.07340.pdf
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MC Tuning:  CUETP8M1 Tune 
Until 2017 analyses (except 2016 ttbar), Pythia8 CUETP8M1 tune [EPJC 76 
(2016) 155] based on the Monash tune was used.  Fitting MPI energy 
dependence parameters to UE data @sqrt(s) = 0.9, 1.96 & 7 TeV

CUETP8M1 does not describe well the central values of 13TeV data
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MC Tuning: CUETP8M2T4 Tune [TOP-16-021]
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MC Tuning: CPX Tune 
● First CMS tune with 13 TeV LHC data
● Match PDF and αs in the PS and in the ME.

○ PYTHIA tunes are mostly based on LO PDFs.
○ Sherpa tunes are based on NNLO PDFs.
○ HERWIG7 provide tunes based on NLO PDFs (MPI still based on LO).

● Test the effect of using different PDF orders of NNPDF sets in PYTHIA8 
● CP5 with NNPDF3.1NNLO is the default for 2017 and 2018 MC productions

 

• CP1: NNPDF3.1 LO (α s =0.130)
• CP2: NNPDF3.1 LO (α s =0.130)
• CP3: NNPDF3.1 NLO (α s =0.118)
• CP4: NNPDF3.1 NLO (α s =0.118)
• CP5: NNPDF3.1 NNLO (α s =0.118)

arXiv:1903.12179 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.12179
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Beyond Run2/3 and Future

Need to “fight” against conflicting 
requirements:

– (Much) larger datasets
– Increased measurement precision
– Need for alternative samples for systematics 
– Flattening of computing resources (both cpu 
    and disk space)
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         The Future : Heterogeneous Architecture

https://opensourceforu.com/2016/12/how-heterogeneous-systems-evolved-and-the-challenges-going-forward/

The computing available in 2026 will be heterogeneous and highly concurrent.
                   different types of compute units and interconnects

https://opensourceforu.com/2016/12/how-heterogeneous-systems-evolved-and-the-challenges-going-forward/
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               HSF and Generator Workshop
The HEP Software Foundation facilitates cooperation
and common efforts in High Energy Physics software 
and computing internationally. 
Community White Paper： summarising R&D in a variety 
of technical areas for HEP Software and Computing

Goals of this workshop:
○ Identify the most crucial areas for technical improvements to the generators used by the 
experiments.
○ Define a programme of work that can be used to attract investment in these technical 
areas, aiming to have software engineers who can work together with the generator authors.
○ Identify ways of making new theoretical advances easier to implement in a computationally 
efficient way.  

https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/activities/cwp.html
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.06982
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Thanks
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MC Modelling:   b jet and Color-Connection ... 
● The Bowler–Lund fragmentation function varied within uncertainties determined by the ALEPH and DELPHI  
● Alternatively, the Peterson fragmentation function is used to derive additional uncertainty.
● Semileptonic b hadron branching fraction, varied by −0.45% and+0.77%, motivated by measurements of 

B0/B+decays and their corresponding uncertainties

Top quark mass from ttbar fully hadronic (2016) 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1812.10534.pdf
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MC Tuning: CPX Tune arXiv:1903.12179 

Predictions from the new Tunes 
based on higher-order PDF sets, 
interfacing with higher-order and 
multileg matrix element 
generators, such as POWHEG 
and MG5_aMC, are shown to 
give a reliable description of 
observables measured in multijet 
final states, Drell–Yan, and top 
quark production processes

https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.12179
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ATLAS Generator Usage

ATLAS uses both gridpack and on-the-fly configurations 

Sherpa2.2 V+jets (3.2B)
V+0,1,2j@NLO+3,4j@LO

Josh McFayden

https://indico.cern.ch/event/751693/contributions/3182932/attachments/1758823/2852918/2018-11-26_HSFGen_ATLAS_mcfayden.pdf
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Motivation for Generator upgrade

● We are OFF by ~5x  on CPU power when considering Moore’s law
● HL-LHC salvation will come from software improvements, not from hardware

Elizabeth Sexton-Kennedy

https://indico.cern.ch/event/719844/contributions/3047940/attachments/1746734/2828521/quantum_computing_atlas_and_cms_Nov_2018.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/751693/contributions/3182927/attachments/1758824/2852826/CWP_Challenges_and_GEN-Workshop_Aims.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/751693/contributions/3182927/attachments/1758824/2852826/CWP_Challenges_and_GEN-Workshop_Aims.pdf
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Highlight of recent effort towards HPC      Holger Schulz

High-multiplicity multi-jet merging with HPC technology   W+up to 8 Jets
1. HDF5 (Hierarchical Data Format) storage for ME events: The CPU expensive part of the simulation is stored 

in a parton-shower independent format.
2. Particle level and merging with Pythia with ASCR's (Advanced Scientific Computing Research) DIY, which does 

all the low-level MPI communication. Particle level run-time up to 4 orders of magnitude faster than ME.

For comparison, CMS WJetsToLNu_TuneCUETP8M1_13TeV-madgraphMLM-pythia8 
(W+0/1/2/3/4Jets)  time/evnet~16s,  then 1M events->4000hr  (ME+PS)

https://indico.cern.ch/event/751693/contributions/3183025/attachments/1759662/2854666/slides.pdf
https://cms-pdmv.cern.ch/mcm/requests?prepid=HIG-RunIISummer15wmLHEGS-00191&page=0

